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ABSTRACT
Affective product design, which aims to satisfy customer feelings as
an aspect of product quality, has attracted more and more research
attention. However, conventional product design relies on surveys
and user experiments to collect user evaluations, which leads to
the issues that (i) consumers can only express their feelings on
design attributes specified by assigners; (ii) abundant online con-
sumer resources are neglected; and (iii) a lack of further prioritisation
and re-construction of affective design properties. This study aims
to develop a product affective properties identification approach.
Crowdsourcing platforms have the advantage of obtaining large
numbers of free consumer comments and have been utilised as
data sources. Web mining and text mining are deployed to capture
the crowdsourced product review resources. Then product design
knowledge hierarchy is established to find design properties, while
sentiment analysis was undertaken to identify affections. With the
help of domain ontology to connect design properties and corre-
sponding affections, product affective properties can be identified.
Furthermore, the identified affective properties are prioritised, so as
to assist in design improvement and support decision making. To
illustrate the proposed approach, a pilot study on iPhone 7 was con-
ducted, in which influential affective properties have been identified
and ranked.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the increasingly competitivemarket has elicited an urgent need to develop suc-
cessful products that can satisfy the increasing consumer expectations anddemands (Cross
2000). Apart from basic functions and economic considerations, affective aspects of prod-
ucts are also of great concern to consumers (Jordan 1998; Khalid 2006) Design attributes,
such as colour and form can provoke feelings, and influence the overall perception of a
product. Therefore, affective product design (APD)was advocated to developproducts that
satisfy customer feelings as an aspect of product quality (Nagamachi 2002; Lai, Chang, and
Chang 2005) In this regard, in the relevant literature, it is indicated that products with delib-
erate affectivedesign canhelp improve consumer satisfaction and further promoteproduct
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success (Seva, Duh, and Helander 2007) Therefore, good affective features can sharpen the
competitive edge of products, and a precise understanding of product affective properties
appears particularly important and deserves in-depth investigation.

Regardingprevious affective design studies,most research focuswasplacedon the anal-
ysis of emotions (Pengnate and Sarathy 2017; Gennaria et al. 2017; Huang, Chen, and Khoo
2012) and the establishment of quantitativemodels linking emotions and design attributes
(Nagamachi 2002; Park andHan2004; Zhai, Khoo, andZhong2009) In termsof data acquire-
ment methods, surveys and user experiments are widely adopted. As in (Huang, Chen, and
Khoo 2012; Huang, Chen, and Khoo 2012) questionnaires are used as the main method to
collect consumer responses. However, the design of a survey, questionnaire or user exper-
iment, to some extent, imposes the constraints of user involvement and user freedom in
presenting their feelings on any design properties.

Moreover, with the rapid development of the Internet techniques, Web 2.0 enables
stronger interaction and participation of Internet users and leads to the participatory web
(Hedges and Dunn 2018; Newman et al. 2016) Recently, the debate about Web 3.0 brings
about the idea of further merging intelligent webs and web services, and correspondingly,
the advancement of intelligent media and social media mining has deepened the connec-
tions between web service and users (Newman et al. 2016) New collaboration forms can
be facilitated to hear customers’ voice and involve them in product design process (Dje-
lassi and Decoopman 2013) Therefore, Web technologies can provide interactive platforms
for enterprises to connect with worldwide consumers, so as to improve customer partici-
pation in the product development process and leverage open innovation. For consumers,
they have more convenient channels in which to contribute their opinions. In particular,
crowdsourcing, which is an important method for drawing on large numbers of people to
contribute their opinions (Cross 2000; Howe 2006; Chang, Chen, and Lee 2014) has become
an important way to effect consumer responses. Taking Proctor & Gamble as an example,
the use of a crowdsourcing platform ‘InnoCentive’ to collect product problems and pos-
sible solutions from Internet users has helped them increase the problem solving rate to
30%. For more examples, Wikipedia, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and iStockPhoto.com take
advantage of the tremendous numbers of Web users that are willing to contribute their
knowledge and ideas. Crowdsourcing appears to be a promising way to solicit consumer
responses and is studied as the main data source in this work. Considering that large num-
bers of consumers’ comments are collected via crowdsourcing and are often presented
by textual data, data mining techniques, which are efficient in dealing with big data and
effective for textual analysis are considered.

Therefore, to fully consider users’ opinions and discover possible important affective
design properties from abundant online consumer resources, this paper aims to investi-
gate affective design properties based on users/consumer responses acquired by crowd-
sourcing platforms. Furthermore, the identified affective properties are re-organised into a
systematic structure according to their design and affective importance in order to provide
designers with strategic reference for further improvement.

To make the explanation clearer, the concepts of product affective properties and
affective performance are defined.

Definition 1. Product Affective Properties. Design aspects or product features which
can provoke users’/customers’ emotions. If there exists a cause-and-effect relation (in a
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qualitative or quantitative manner) between design properties and consumers’ affections,
the design properties are identified as product affective properties.

Definition 2. Affective Performance of Product Properties. It relates to the success of prod-
uct properties in influencing consumers’ emotions and can bemeasured against standards
such as polarity and intensity.

2. Related works

In this section, existing related works are analyzed from three aspects. Firstly, the concept
of crowdsourcing is examined to reveal the current use of interactive Internet platforms by
consumers inorder to contribute their ideas andopinionson theproduct designprocess. As
an efficient way to collect large amounts of consumer responses, crowdsourcing environ-
ment will be focused as the source of consumer responses in this work. Then, the research
status of product affective design is thoroughly reviewed, andpotential promising research
directions can be identified accordingly. Finally, data mining techniques, which are power-
ful in dealing with a large amount of data, are considered in APD. Based on the analysis of
existing studies, the challenges andpossible contributions of thiswork are summarised and
highlighted.

2.1. A brief overview of crowdsourcing

The term ‘crowdsourcing’ was first coined by Howe in the article ‘The Rise of Crowdsourc-
ing’, in 2006 (Howe 2006) Basically, crowdsourcing can be schematically depicted as in
Figure 1. The employer/assigner (right side) defines the task requirements and submits the
tasks to a mediator, viz. the online crowdsourcing platform. Online workers/providers (left
side) who are interested in this task can work on it and submit their solutions to themedia-
tor after completion. These solutions are then forwarded to the employer who rewards the
participants if their solutions are approved.

Conventionally, crowdsourcing practices rely on the power of the massive work force.
Nowadays, the Internet is developing rapidly, and modern crowdsourcing has trans-
ferred mainly to the Internet. Especially in the product design realm, the dependence on
consumers/users is increasing, from the traditional internal development to the current

Figure 1. A typical crowdsourcing scheme.
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user-centered design. It simultaneously requires more convenient channels for commu-
nication and interaction with customers/users. Compared with general websites, crowd-
sourcing platforms not merely enable Internet users to post their comments freely, but are
also more targeted, having more Internet users with particular interest or knowledge of
the product. Thus crowdsourcing may have higher possibilities to receive useful customer
information. For this reason, crowdsourcing has been practiced in various design-related
websites, such asDell’s Ideastorm for acquiring comments and suggestions for all Dell prod-
ucts from Internet users, product review websites gathering users’ comments and idea
generation websites collecting innovative design concepts. Therefore, crowdsourcing has
assisted in developing a highly interactive environment for user/customer interaction and
is an important source of consumer/user responses.

In product design and development practice, crowdsourcing can be realised through
different activities to acquire user information. Based on the typical crowdsourcing scheme
(as shown in Figure 1), specific tasks can be designed to suit different project purposes.
Generally, the primary concern is the user involvement strategy. In this regard, partici-
patory crowdsourcing (i.e. contributions from the users with interest) and opportunistic
crowdsourcing (i.e. contributions from distributed sensors without users’ active involve-
ment) are two main strategies (Huang, Shema, and Xia 2017; Lane et al. 2010) In terms
of the activities, crowdsourcing can be executed through contest (e.g. design compe-
tition, DesignBoom), collaboration (e.g. content co-creation, Wikipedia), collection (e.g.
project-based ideation and collection, iStockPhoto) and labour (e.g. workforce employ-
ment, Amazon MTurk) (Boudreau and Lakhani 2013; Bal et al. 2017; de Mattos, Kissimoto,
and Laurindo 2018) Due to the restriction of online platform, the common types of col-
lected user information are text, image, audio and video. Nowadays, diverse crowdsourcing
platforms have been introduced. For example, a requirement engineering crowdsourcing
platform CrowdREquire has been developed to assist in the requirement elicitation, analysis
and management (Adepetu et al. 2012) For idea generation, OpenIdeo and Innocentive are
two important examples. Regarding crowdsourcing especially for design, there are Crowd-
Spring, 99Design, Cad Crowd and Designcrowd. For crowdsourcing platforms which offer
general crowdsourcing project development service, AmazonMechanical Turk is onemajor
example. Recently, the concept of crowdsourcing in the cloud is introduced, which aims
at larger-scale and deeper crowd collaboration and development (Zhang et al. 2017) In
this respect, Amazon’s AWS, Google Cloud Platform andMicrosoft Azure are three commonly
used cloudplatforms formany enterprises, and these platforms are beginning to show their
power in supporting crowdsourcing. For example, AWS has become mature in supporting
crowdsourcing service on MTurk. Therefore, the integration of crowdsourcing and cloud
computing might be a promising direction of future crowdsourcing development.

In this study, the consumers’ review and experience are target data. Based on the com-
mon approaches for consumers to offer their comments, the open platformswhich employ
participatory crowdsourcing to get consumers’ text information is emphasised. The web-
sites, which match crowdsourcing characteristics, can be considered as the data sources.
To explain, the websites should be able to post a topic (i.e. the product or service) to attract
Internet users with interest to contribute their ideas (i.e. comments), then the users with
morehigh-qualityparticipationwill be rewarded. Therefore, product reviewwebsites, social
media and product forums following the crowdsourcing scheme can be treated as the
crowdsourcing data source.
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In general, crowdsourcing platforms are advantageous in attracting users’ contribution
and have potential to get more valid user data, thus this study targets crowdsourcing
websites as data source.

2.2. Affective product design

There have been many studies directed at APD, from different perspectives. Considering
the basic assumption for APD that there exists a cause-and-effect relationship between
consumers’ affective responses and product features, existing studies can be generally
classified into the following categories:

• Identification and classification of consumers’ affection; this is to study consumers’/users’
emotions provoked by products. Regarding particular techniques, the semantic defer-
ential (SD) method is frequently used to investigate customers’ perception of products
(Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum 1967) By studying product semantics, customers’ sub-
jective feelings about a product can be discerned and quantised on a Likert-type scale.
Other assessment of emotions can be seen in the use of Conjoint analysis and Quality
Function Deployment (QFD). Considering the ambiguity and subjectivity of consumers’
affections, the selection and classificationmethods for Kanseiwords (or emotional adjec-
tives) are a research hotspot. K-means clustering, affinity diagrams and design structure
matrixes have been used to achieve this purpose (Huang, Chen, and Khoo 2012; Lokman
and Kamaruddin 2010; Yang 2011)

• Understanding of emotion-related design features; for this research area, empirical study
is a useful way and widely adopted by researchers. For example, an empirical survey
was conducted to investigate the influence of website emotional design features, visual
appeal and ease of use in regard to users’ perceptions of usefulness, trust, as well as the
intention tousewebsites (Pengnate andSarathy2017)Anempirical experimentwasper-
formed to examine the emotions of children influenced by game design (Gennaria et al.
2017) In addition, quantitative Kansei models were developed to classify emotional fea-
tures (Huang, Chen, and Khoo 2012) Moreover, the indexing of consumers’ subjective
and emotion-driven opinions is advocated to unify the ‘perceived value’ of designers
and consumers from the affective perspective (Chen and Chu 2012)

• Modelling the relationship between affective responses and design attributes; for qualita-
tive relations, hypothesis testing is often used to identify the effects of design factors
on affective responses (Bhandari, Neben, and Chang 2017) However, most studies put
research focus on the quantitative relations between the design attributes/factors and
the affective responses. For example, a methodological framework combining user
tests and statistical analysis was established to build links between user’s emotional
responses and the geometrical features of the products (Lu and Petiot 2014) A fuzzy
regression model was proposed to model the relationship between customer satisfac-
tion and product design parameters (Nazari-Shirkouhi and Keramati 2017) Moreover,
Kansei engineering is a notable way of translating consumers’ psychological feelings
about a product into perceptual design attributes (Nagamachi 2002) A number of Kansei
models have been accordingly developed to improve the association accuracy or appli-
cability of Kansei approaches. To illustrate, fuzzy logic and rough set theory have been
applied to copewith the uncertainty and ambiguity of affective responses (Park andHan
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2004; Zhai, Khoo, and Zhong 2009) In addition, statistical methods, especially regression
algorithms and artificial intelligence techniques, such as neural network, rulemining and
genetic algorithms, are also widely studied to model the relationship between affective
responses and specific design attributes (Hsiao and Tsai 2005; Fung et al. 2012) Recently
emerging studies haveplacedmore attention in tackling the nonlinearity problemof the
relationships (Chan et al. 2011)

• Design assessment and decision making; this relates to the estimation of customer sat-
isfaction based on affective responses, so as to support the specification, classifica-
tion and prediction of the design attributes (Yang and Shieh 2010) Factor analysis
and the hypothesis-testing approach are often used to examine the affective perfor-
mance of the design attributes (Seva et al. 2011) Kansei engineering is also utilised
to help with the classification of products for facilitating decision making in practi-
cal industrial design cases (Huang, Chen, and Khoo 2012) In this respect, pre-purchase
affections are more emphasised in order to identify those affections which can influ-
ence the purchase decision (Seva, Duh, and Helander 2007; Seva, Duh, and Helander
2007)

• Integration of affective design and other design concerns; for instance, an artificial intelli-
gence (AI)-based methodology for integrating affective design, engineering, and mar-
keting for defining design specifications of new products has been proposed by which
the concerns of the threeprocesses canbe considered simultaneously in the early design
stage (Kwong, Jiang, and Luo 2016) In addition, (Seva, Duh, and Helander 2007) hypoth-
esised that product attributes influence users’ emotions and that the relationship is
moderatedby the adherenceof theseproduct attributes topurchase criteria, and further
hypothesised that the emotional experience of the user influences purchase intention.

Although APD has been studied from different perspectives, the methods to acquire
consumer data mainly rely on user tests including questionnaires, surveys and interviews.
Online platforms, which have become a popular way for consumers to present their com-
ments and thus contain considerable consumer resources, have been neglected. On the
other hand, the design attributes used for such user tests are specified by assigners, rather
than consumers. Specifically, product appearance such as colour and size is much more
focused in APD (Chuang, Chang, and Hsu 2001; Crilly, Moultrie, and Clarkson 2004) In
(Prado-León 2015) colour preference was studied in emotional design. (Seva et al. 2011)
aimed to demonstrate that product attributes related to form are relevant in eliciting
intense emotion and usability perception in mobile phones. (Zolkifly and Baharom 2016)
intended to identify the roles of visual merchandising inside a car showroom as stimuli
that attract customers. In addition, (Diego-Mas and Alcaide-Marzal 2016) presented a neu-
ral network based approach for modelling consumers’ affective responses in product form
design. Due to the major attention on product form design, other product features or
design properties might have been neglected.

Furthermore, customers’ affective evaluations elicited by product form directly lead to
the issue that pre-purchase emotions are more focused. However, many essential product
quality aspects, such as functionality, usability and safety, cannot be perceived unless cus-
tomers use the product. Therefore, post-purchase or post-use affection is also important
and deserves more research attention.
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In summary, existing APD studies, in effect, impose constraints on consumers in express-
ing their feelings and opinions on any design attribute at any use phase using any
preferable descriptions.

2.3. Datamining in affective product design

Intelligent techniques have beenwidely applied in APD. On the one hand, advanced quan-
titative models are developed to deal with the uncertainty and ambiguity in consumers’
responses. For instance, rough set (RS) and particle swarm optimisation (PSO) based-ANFIS
approaches were proposed to model customer satisfaction for affective design and to fur-
ther improve the modelling accuracy (Jiang et al. 2015) A genetic algorithm (GA)-based
rule-miningmethod was proposed to discover a set of rules relating design attributes with
customer evaluation based on survey data in order to facilitate APD (Fung et al. 2012) On
the other hand, intelligent computation is helpful for processing consumer data efficiently.
Especially with the development of the Internet, the amount of consumer data involved in
product design process is increasing massively.

Datamining, which is powerful in dealing withmass data, has attractedmuch attention.
Actually, data mining is a generic term that covers such techniques as clustering (Lv, Lee,
and Wu 2011; Sousa and Wallace 2006) association rule generation (Lee, Song, and Park
2012) and neural network (Cao, Li, and Ramani 2011; Chen and Liau 2001; Mazhar, Kara,
and Kaebernick 2007; Park and Seo 2003) Clustering is mainly used for classification based
on distances (similarities) between different concepts or designs. In APD, clustering is often
applied to i) classify Kansei tags; and ii) classify product candidates (Huang, Chen, and Khoo
2012; Huang, Chen, and Khoo 2012) Association rule generation is employed to find reg-
ularities between products in large-scale transaction data. It is possible to cope with both
numerical data and textual information. For example, rule-mining is utilised to discover a
set of rules relating to design attributes based on customer evaluation so as to improve
APD (Fung et al. 2012) Neural network consists of an interconnected group of artificial neu-
rons, and processes information through a connectionist approach to computation. In this
regard, a neuro network model was developed enabling single users’ responses to differ-
ent products to be predicted, and showed that the mathematical models based on neural
networks achieved highly accurate predictions (Diego-Mas and Alcaide-Marzal 2016).

Besides, data mining is capable of coping with qualitative data, since online consumer
responses are mostly in qualitative format (e.g. textual comments) (Yan et al. 2009). For
example, web mining provides an effective way to discover textual patterns and to extract
Web content; and text mining shows advantages in analyzing textual information and
deriving high-quality information from the text. Regarding more specific applications, a
framework was developed by He (2013) to improve user experience with case-based rea-
soning systems using text mining and Web 2.0. In addition, a text mining system, built
on ontology to deal with the diagnosis data in the automotive domain, was proposed
by Rajpathak (Rajpathak 2013) Moreover, text mining was applied in opinion polarity
classification that helped decrease the sensitivity of ambiguous terms (Li and Tsai 2013).

In particular, Web Mining is advantageous at the discovery of the content and struc-
ture of Web resources (Stumme, Hotho, and Berendt 2006) For crowdsourced consumer
reviews, the primary Web resources are individual pages containing consumer comments.
In such context, Web content mining can be an effective way to retrieve online data, and
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can be used to group, categorise, analyze, and retrieve documents from crowdsourcing
platforms. In this respect, Information Retrieval provides a range of popular and effective,
mostly statistical methods for Web content mining. For example, swam intelligence has
been used in document retrieval and clustering (Djenouri, Belhadi, and Belkebir 2018) Deep
neural networkhasbeenused inwebcategorisation (López-Sánchez, Arrieta, andCorchado
2018) Evolutionary algorithm has been explored in assisting crowdsourcing quality control
(Yung, Li, and Chang 2014) Association rulemining is often preferred inmining consumers’
interests based on web database (Yeh et al. 2009).

Considering the nature of consumer comments, they are mostly semi-structured or
unstructured textual data, thus text mining is commonly used jointly with web mining to
further analyze Web content. Although online resources are tending to be multi-media,
multimedia dataminingwidens the access to image, sound, video, and canproduce seman-
tic annotations to them. Therefore, text mining shows increasing power in dealing with
online data. For example, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) has been used to realise webpage
classification (Wang, Peng, and Liu 2015) Rough set theory has also been investigated to
construct self-supervised text classification algorithm (Shi et al. 2011) Moreover, machine
learningmodels are paid withmuch attention to extend text miningwith adaptive compu-
tation capability (Cai et al. 2018) Convolutional neural network has been applied in opinion
identified from text (Poria and Cambria 2016) In addition, ontology learning is widely dis-
cussed to improve the precision of the understanding of user comments (Maedche and
Staab 2001) Accordingly, natural language processing, stringmatching and adaptive learn-
ing system have also been explored to enhance ontology-based text processing (Serra,
Girardi, and Novais 2014).

Furthermore, as with the development of cloud computing and concepts such as Inter-
net of Things and Cyber Physical System, the size of data is extremely expanded, and single
machine or agent is not enough to deal with such data. Therefore, cloud environment
and cloud platforms are introduced to realise the mining of larger-scale data and real-time
collaborationof dynamic and elastic cloud resources (Amiri,Mohammad-Khanli, andMiran-
dola 2018; Tsai, Liu, and Wang 2017; Hwang et al. 2016) For new product design, the cloud
platforms can enable customer resources integrated and utilised to profile more complete
and precise user characteristics (Balco, Law, and Drahošová 2017).

Therefore, advances in information technology, data gathering and analytics, in effect,
have enabled companies to manage all phases of the customer life cycle, including acquir-
ing customer requirements, improving current design and service based on customer
opinions and retaining customer data. Especially, web mining and text mining are suit-
able to copewith crowdsourced consumer opinions andwill be considered in the proposed
approach.

2.4. Summary

Based on a thorough analysis of existing related work, it was found that APD has become
an important research area in the product design realm. However, challenges still exist,
hindering the further exploitation of online consumer resources from the affective per-
spective. In detail, (1) Previous approaches commonly adopted surveys and questionnaires
to collect consumers’ affective responses, and neglected the massive online resources;
moreover, the product attributes/design properties in survey are specified by assigners,
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which restricts users’ choices to comment on other attributes; (2) Affective design is often
considered for product form based on pre-purchase emotion, and the customer feed-
back covering the whole product life has not been fully investigated; (3) For existing
product feature identification approach using text mining or ontology, the commonly
adoptedmethod is to incorporate expertise to pre-define product features, and then iden-
tify product features according to the predefined rules, that actually leads to the issue
that the product features which can be identified are limited, and the information con-
tained by the features which are not pre-defined will be lost; (4) Existing related research
is heavily inclined to sentiment polarity identification, and the further analysis of product
affective features (e.g. prioritising and re-constructing affective design properties) is still
deficient.

To tackle the problems above, this work aims to contribute a product affective prop-
erties identification approach which is able to (1) make use of crowdsourced consumer
responses (where free comments including pre- and post-use experience can be obtained)
to identify important affective design properties; (2) deal efficiently with a large amount
of data in qualitative format; and (3) further prioritise and represent affective design
properties in terms of their comprehensive performance in both affective and design
aspects.

Therefore, the novelty of this study mainly lies in (i) the utilisation of online crowd-
sourcing user resources to fully understand consumers’ affective experience and capture
their opinions covering the whole product life; (ii) the integration of design knowledge
into product feature identification approach to achieve a complete and precise extraction
of product attributes, and (iii) the prioritisation of product features based on both affec-
tive intensity and design importance to reach a comprehensive analysis integrating design
and consumer concerns. Generally, this paper is intended to identify and prioritise product
affective features based on crowdsourced user comments, so as to facilitate design prac-
tice with insights on the advantages and disadvantages of current design and indications
about possible design improvement directions.

3. Researchmethodology

The overall framework of research methodology is outlined in Figure 2. Generally, it can be
divided into three stages. Stage 1 is to capture product review data from crowdsourcing
websites (i.e. online resources) and perform basic text processing to extract useful textual
tokens. In Stage 2, the textual tokens are examined to identify product affective properties.
For this purpose, a product design knowledge hierarchy (PDKH) is constructed to provide
design considerations in order to identify design properties, and ontology is utilised to
assist in semantic analysis and sentiment analysis, so as to investigate the emotions associ-
atedwith the product properties. In Stage 3, a prioritisation process is deployed to estimate
the importance of different affective design properties. As a result, affective design prop-
erties can be ranked according to their comprehensive importance in terms of design and
consumers’ affections, and a new representation of product properties can bemapped out
which can be useful reference for designers in regard to design evaluation and decision
making. Furthermore, the properties with strong affections will be retained for potential
use in future design.
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Figure 2. Overall framework of research methodology.

3.1. Stage 1: extraction of online consumer responses

Asmentioned above, with the rapid development of the Internet, there aremore andmore
online platforms and convenient access for consumers to offer their understanding and
impressions of products. Customers/users can give any comments on any design aspects
which can arose their interest. Especially for crowdsourcing, it creates channels to col-
lect opinions and solutions from the large number of Internet users and is studied as an
important data source of consumer responses. Therefore, the development or selection
of a proper product design crowdsourcing platform should be the primary consideration.
Actually, there are already someonlineplatformswhich can functionas crowdsourcingplat-
forms, such as Wikipedia. In regard to product design, pervasive sensor networks, internet
services and socialmedia, especially onlineproduct reviewwebsites,which actually contain
abundant consumer responses, canprovide awide rangeof sources of customer responses.
Therefore, existing crowdsourcing platforms, such as online product review websites, are
treated as the main sources of consumer responses.

Step 1: Content Extraction. The primary inputs are online crowdsourcing websites where
consumers commonly post their comments and opinions. Web mining is applied to crawl
web logs of crowdsourcing websites (e.g. product review websites) to extract meaning-
ful content (i.e. consumer responses/comments). Considering the data formats contained
in such websites are varied (e.g. textual data and graphics, which are mainly used in Web
2.0), textual data is mainly focused in this study, since product reviews are often expressed
in user language, and posting texts is a comfortable and preferred way for consumers.
Extracted content is collected as response documents. In particular, the content from one
webpage is stored as one document, and all documents are treated as the corpus. Through
this step, the web content, particularly the textual information of target web pages will be
outputted.

Step 2: Text Processing. Text mining is applied to deal with the captured contents. Nec-
essary operations include the discovery of textual patterns, tokenization to divide the
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documents into textual tokens (including steps like setting filter stopwords and filter tokens
by length, transforming cases into a certain pattern, the nature is to separate the document
into individualwords) and further pre-processingof the textual data (e.g. calculating TF-IDF,
correlation, and similarity in a quantitativemanner). Considering the further processing for
identifying the affective designproperties, N-gramgeneration is employed to capture short
phrases, so as to fully retain the semantic context and ensure the accurate identification of
the affective product properties. For example, individual token ‘headphone’ is too generic,
and any description including headphonewill be counted. To improve the precision of fea-
ture extraction, n-gram terms can be defined to clarify the features to be extracted. Take
the same example, 2-gram ‘headphone jack’ is more specific to pinpoint the physical port
and functions related to the headphone jack, and 3-gram ‘headphone lightening adapter’
is more specific to represent the physical accessary to connect Earpod and the 3.5mmport.

Therefore, the inputs of Stage 1 are the crowdsourced consumer feedback and com-
ments, and outputs are extracted individual tokens or n-gram short terms which are
semantically meaningful (Figure 3).

3.2. Stage 2: identification of product affective properties

The extracted word tokens (including individual tokens and n-grams) are examined from
the perspectives of design and affection, since the importance of product properties in
design and consumer affections is not the same. For example, the cpu chip of a smart-
phone is very important from the design perspective; however, it is not a property directly
attracting consumers’ emotional responses. Therefore, design and affective aspects should
be jointly considered to ensure the accurate capture of important emotional properties.
In particular, tokens (or n-grams) representing product attributes or specifications are
identified as design property tokens (or n-grams). Tokens implying affections, such as
adjectives or nouns which have been defined as containing emotions in referring to some
lexical database, are identified as affective tokens. Through identifying the semantic and
designconnectionsbetweenaffective tokens anddesignproperty tokens, product affective
properties can be found.

Step 3: Establishment of PDKH. From the design perspective, a product design knowledge
hierarchy (PDKH) is outlined to assist in the identification of design-related tokens. With
reference to (Garrett 2011) product design (as functionality) can be considered layer by
layer from abstract ideas to concrete specifications (as shown in Figure 4). There aremainly
five layers, i.e. product objectives, functional specifications, interaction design, interface
design and sensory design. Following this structure, design can be developed in detail for
each level. In particular, a hierarchical structure can be referred to for depicting the design
knowledge at each level. As shown in Figure 5, design knowledge can be analyzed from:
what aspects should be considered; what kind of properties should be equipped; to what
specifications should be set at each design level. In general, Figure 4 presents the prod-
uct design flow, while Figure 5 provides the knowledge representation structure for each
design stage. With the help of Figures 4 and 5, design knowledge can be fully examined
and systematically presented.

For different products, the details of PDKH should be specified accordingly. Then the
tokens extracted from the crowdsourced responses can be analyzed with reference to
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Figure 3. Workflow of Stage 1.

PDKH. For this purpose, a lexical database is needed to provide the Synset (semantic) rela-
tions and Word (lexical) relations. Particularly, a set of lexical relations can be adopted,
including superordinate associations such as Hypernym (is a kind of), Holonym (is a part
of), and subordinate association such as Hyponym ( . . . is a kind of), Meronym ( . . . is a part
of) and Attribute ( . . . is a value of). The extracted tokens will be analyzed referring to PDKH
to identify design-related tokens. If tokens can be associated with the design knowledge
in PDKH (e.g. subordination, similar, synonymous), the tokens can be identified as design
tokens. Therefore, design properties can be found from each document.

Step4:Affection Identification. For affective tokens, an electronic lexical database is neces-
sary to provide the definition, lexical categories (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs),
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Figure 4. Five layers of design based on user experience (Garrett 2011).

Figure 5. Product design knowledge hierarchy.
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semantic relations andword relations to helpwith the identification of affection. Especially,
a sentiment dictionary (e.g. The Dictionary of Affect in Language), which defines the senti-
ment contained by different words, is needed as important reference for polarity analysis
and sentiment measurement. At this step, two main actions are executed, i.e. sentiment
analysis to examine the affect (in the current study, polarity analysis is more empathised),
and preliminary computation to outline the general sentiment trend.

Step 4.1: Sentiment analysis; In fact, emotions should be understood in context. The more
fully the whole context is understood, the more exact is the estimation of the emotion
or mood. Therefore, sentiment in this work is analyzed from two levels, i.e. sentence-level
(local context) anddocument-level (whole context). The sentiment of certainwords (or con-
cepts in the lexical database) is estimated mainly in the local context, and whole context is
considered to further amend the sentiment analysis results.

Firstly, polarity analysis is deployed to determine the sentiment polarity of each docu-
ment. Polarity confidence can be calculated accordingly and treated as the sentiment score
in whole context (denoted as SSW and SSW ∈ [0, 1]). With the help of the lexical database
and sentiment dictionary, word tokens which contain affections can be identified. Partic-
ularly, existing sentiment dictionaries, which have been established based on consumer
reviews (e.g. hotel, travelling), will be adopted as training data to support the identifica-
tion of affect. Correspondingly, n-grams containing the affective tokens can be treated as
affective n-grams. Afterwards, the sentiment of the sentences containing these affective
tokens/n-grams can be analyzed, and the sentiment score in local context (denoted as
SSl and SSl ∈ [0, 1]) can be obtained. Therefore, the sentiment score can be estimated by
combining SSWand SSl . Regarding the calculation of sentiment intensity, it integrates the
concerns about (i) qualifier, (ii) degree adverb, and (ii) negative adverb. Besides the sen-
timent dictionary for identifying qualifiers with consumer emotion, the rules defining the
degree adverb and negative adverb need to be established. For example, if there is nega-
tive adverb like ‘no’, ‘not’ and ‘do not’, the sentiment polarity can be treated as opposite,
and −1 will be multiplied. For degree adverbs like ‘very’ and ‘extremely’, different weights
should be assigned.

If the polarity of the whole context is consistent with the local context, the sentiment is
strengthened. Considering that the sentiment is measured mainly based on local context,
the correction effect caused by the whole context can be treated as equivalent to degree
adverbs, and thus a square operation can be applied (Negnevitsky 2011).

SS = SSl • (1 + |SSW |2)

If the polarity of the whole context is opposite to the local context, the sentiment is
weakened.

SS = SSl • (1 − |SSW |2)
Step 4.2: Preliminary computation; Based on the sentiment analysis results in the previous
step, basic statistical analysis can be executed to show the general quantitative trend. For
example, the ratio of the positive and negative responses, the correlations and similarities
between different responses or different tokens. Descriptive statistics can be considered to
describe the quantitative characteristics of the collected response. In general, this step aims
to depict the rough affective performance of the product.
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Through sentiment analysis, tokens containing affections can be identified and treated
as affective tokens.

Step5: Establishment ofAssociations betweenDesignProperties andAffections. In steps
3&4, product property tokens and affective tokens have been identified. The subsequent
consideration is to identify the connections between them, so as to further identify the
product affective property.

Generally, one complete consumer response is treated as one document, so the xth doc-
ument can be denoted as Dx . The identified token of Dx is denoted as Txy . Assume the total
number of identified tokens of Dx ism. Then Dx can be denoted as:

Dx : {Tx1, Tx2, Tx3 . . . Txm}
The corpus consists of all documents. Assume the total number of documents is n:

φ : {D1,D2,D3, · · ·Dx · · ·Dn} = {(T11, T12, T13 . . . T1m1), (T21, T22, T23 . . . T2m2), . . .

(Tn1, Tn2, Tn3 . . . Tnmn)}
Domain ontology is leveraged to examine the semantic relations between affective tokens
(AT) and product property tokens (DT). Generally, ontology consists of twomain elements,
i.e. concepts (entities such as shape, colour, material) and relations (such as IS-A, part-of). It
is a formal and generic way to represent a set of related concepts, thus is useful to reveal
the essential relationships between different entities. It has been widely used in the field
of information systems, for example, constructing causal maps (Wang et al. 2008) support-
ing researchmanagement (Maet al. 2012) enhancing adaptive learning (Lau et al. 2009) and
understanding customer requirements and assisting collaborative design (Chen et al. 2013;
Bock et al. 2010) In particular, domain ontology captures concepts and their relations in a
specific domain and is able to represent the axioms (e.g. rules) and constraints that define
the prominent features of the domain. In this study, the identification of product affective
features relies on design knowledge and domain experience. Although data mining meth-
ods such as text mining can effectively extract and analyze texts or words, the inherent
relations between different product concepts should be identified based on design princi-
ples andconstraints. For this reason, designdomainontology is required tohelp identify the
connections between different textual entities from design perspective. Therefore, domain
ontology is adopted to identify product features.

Thus it is easy to show that the AT and DT of xth documents are both subsets of Dx :

ATx ⊂ Dx ;DTx ⊂ Dx

A relationship setU is defined tobridgeaffective tokensati ∈ AT , AT = {ati|i = 1, . . . , I} and
designproperty tokensdtj ∈ DT , DT = {dtj|j = 1, . . . , J}. As shown in Figure 6, the elements
in AT are related to DT based on U, and an association matrix can be thusly obtained. The
value of the elements of U is from the set {0, 1}. If AT andDT are connectedwith each other,
the u is 1; if not, u is 0. If an association relationship exists in a proper semantic context, the
dt with associated at can be regarded as an affective product property.

Moreover, the local context and n-grams are also referred to identify U. If AT and DT are
in the same local context (i.e. sentence-level context) or the same n-grams, they can be
treated as connected with each other.

In general, the inputs of Stage 2 are extracted tokens and n-gram tokens, and outputs
are affect-feature-pair, namely, the product affective features (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Association relationships between AT and DT.

Figure 7. Workflow of Stage 2.

3.3. Stage 3: prioritization of product affective properties

The identified product affective properties are further prioritised according to their design
importance and affective intensity. However, for the same design property, different
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consumers may have different emotional responses. Therefore, the effect on design prop-
erties is analyzed in their corresponding documents first, and then all the emotions on
the same design properties are integrated to achieve the overall affective performance.
Through combining the affective performance and design importance, the final priority of
product affective properties can be obtained. Based on the priority, the product affective
properties can be re-organised and ranked accordingly.

Step 6: Prioritisation. The priority of product affective properties is estimated from two
perspectives: design and affect. The Design importance (DI) is calculated based on the total
occurrence (i.e. TOdtxi , ith design token in xth document), term frequency–inverse docu-
ment frequency (TF − IDFdtxi , see Equation1) andPDKHpriority (i.e. priority subject toPDKH,
f (hPDKH)dtxi , see Equation 2) of the design property tokens. For TOdtxi and TF − IDFdtxi , they
are used to measure if the property dtxi is of concern to consumers.

TF − IDFdtxi = tf (dtxi,Dx) · idf (dtxi,φ) = (0.5 + 0.5
fdtxi ,Dx

maxdtxi fdtxi ,Dx

) · log N

ndtxi
(1)

where fdtxi ,Dx is the number of times that design token dtxi occurs in documentDx ,N is total
number of documents in the corpus φ, ndtxi is the number of documents where the design
token dtxi appears.

According to (Hayes, Wheelwright, and Clark 1988) the earlier design stage is crucial to
the final product quality and product life cycle cost, thus the design tokens at the more
abstract levels should occupyheavier importance.With reference to (Ehrig et al. 2005; Song,
Li, and Park 2009;Wang et al. 2008) the depth function is useful to assign importance to the
hirarchical structure:

f (hPDKH)dtxi = eβhPDKH − e−βhPDKH

eβhPDKH + e−βhPDKH
;β > 0 (2)

where hPDKH is the depth of the design token to the top level (i.e. the most concrete level)
in PDKH, so the more abstract design leve dtxi is located, f (hPDKH)dtxi is heavier; β is a
smoothing factor, β > 0.

The more often dtxi is discussed, it indicates a greater importance to consumers. More-
over, if it only appears in one particular document, it implies that the design property is not
of wide concern by consumers andmay contain high risk of personal bias; thus, less impor-
tance should be assigned to this design property. Therefore, the design importance of dtxi,
i.e. DIdtxi can be calculated using Equation 3.

DIdtxi = TOdtxi · (1 − TF − IDFdtxi) · f (hPDKH)dtxi (3)

For the same design property dti, the design importance estimated in different documents
can be integrated to achieve the overall design importance to the corpus:.

DIdti =
Ndti∑
x=1

DIdtxi =
Ndti∑
x=1

TOdtxi · (1 − TF − IDFdtxi) · f (hPDKH)dtxi (4)

where Ndti is the total number of documents containing the design property dti.
Likewise, the affective intensity is estimated based on the polarity (i.e.patxj , if positive,

then patxj = +1; if negative, then patxj = −1), the total occurrence of affective token (i.e.
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TOatxj ), TF − IDFatxj (see Equation 5) and sentiment score SSatxj (numerial value without
polarity concern, see Equation 6).

TF − IDFatxj = tf (atxj,Dx) · idf (atxj,φ) =
(
0.5 + 0.5

fatxj ,Dx

maxatxj fatxj ,Dx

)
· log N

natxj
(5)

where fatxj ,Dx is the number of times that affective tokenatxj occurs in documentDx ,N is total
number of documents in the corpus, natxj is the number of documents where the design
token atxj appears.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, sentiment score is estimated based on the joint consider-
ation of local and whole contexts in order to identify the exact emotional intensity of the
affective token.

SSatxj =
{
SSlatxj · (1 + |SSwatxj |2), if platxj = pwatxj
SSlatxj · (1 − |SSwatxj |2), if platxj �= pwatxj

(6)

where SSlatxj is the sentiment score in local context (sentence-level), and SSwatxj is the
sentiment score in the whole context (document-level).

Thus, the affective intensity of affective token atxj, i.e. AIatxj , can be calculated using
Equation 7.

AIatxj = patxj · TOatxj · (1 − TF − IDFatxj) · SSatxj (7)

For the same design property dti, the associated affect in the whole corpus can be accu-
mulated in two ways. One is the sum of absolute values of all associated affections to
reflect the total intensity of the whole emotion attached to the property (see Equation 8).
Another is the algebraic sum of all associated affections including their polarities in order
to determine the overall polarity of the design property (see Equation 9).

|AI| for dti =
Ndti∑
x=1

natxi∑
j=1

AIatxj =
Ndti∑
x=1

natxi∑
j=1

TOatxj · (1 − TF − IDFatxj) · SSatxj (8)

where Ndti is the total number documents containing dti, natxi is the total number of
affective tokens which are associated to design property dti in Dx .

AI for dti =
Ndti∑
x=1

natxi∑
j=1

AIatxj =
Ndti∑
x=1

natxi∑
j=1

patxj · TOatxj · (1 − TF − IDFatxj) · SSatxj (9)

where Ndti is the total number documents containing dti, natxi is the total number of
affective tokens which are associated to design property dti in Dx .

Oneproduct affective property represents onedesignproperty and the associated affec-
tation. Thus an affective product property (Pxi,xj) can be denoted as atxj·dtxi. A weighted
calculation is introduced to integrate DI and AI in order to achieve the overall priority (i.e.
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Figure 8. Strategic segmentation of product design properties according to DI and AI.

the priority of design property i with affect j, OPxi,xj, Equation 10).

OPxi,xj = ωdDIdtxi + ωa|AIatxj |
ωd + ωa = 1; 0 < ωd < 1&0 < ωa < 1

(10)

where wd is the weight of design importance, wa is the weight of affective intensity; |AI| is
considered, since no matter positive or negative responses, the more the absolute value,
the more it is concerned by consumers.

For one product affective property, the overall priority (OP) to the corpus can be accu-
mulated as:

OPi =
Ndti∑
x=1

ndti∑
j=1

OPxi,xj =
Ndti∑
x=1

ndti∑
j=1

(ωdDIdtxi + ωa|AIatxj |) (11)

where Ndti is the total number documents containing dti, natxi is the total number of
affective tokens which are associated to design property dti in Dx .

Step 7: Product Affective Property Representation. Every product affective property can
be denoted as ‘design property (DI, AI, OP)’. Generally, a higher OP means a higher inte-
grated priority, thus more attention should be paid. In particular, for AI>0, it represents
the product properties with a positive consumer affection; therefore, such properties could
be the strength of this design. On the contrary, for AI<0, it indicates the product prop-
erties cannot satisfy the consumers and maybe a weakness in the product. As proposed
in Figure 8, normalised DI and AI can be used to segment product properties into differ-
ent sections according to their affective performance. Strength andweakness can be easily
recognised, and valuable references as to which properties, to what degree, should be
improved can be achieved.

In general, the inputs of Stage 3 are identified product affective features, and outputs
are the prioritised product affective features with specific design importance and affective
intensity.
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4. A pilot study

A pilot study on iPhone 7 was conducted to demonstrate the proposed approach, since
mobile phone design is often used for case studies in APD research. To facilitate the com-
parison between the proposed approach and other methods, the smartphone is used in
the pilot study. As the development of crowdsourcing platform is not the focus of this
study, existing crowdsourcing websites are considered as data sources. Amongst them,
Amazon and CNET, which are two important product review platforms that often post top-
ics for collecting comments from product users, are selected as the crowdsourcing product
review resources. Therefore, review posts and comments under the topic of iPhone 7 are
targeted.

Normally, the comments are presented in a combination of textual descriptions and
product pictures. Considering that texts are widely preferred by Internet users to express
their opinions, and imageprocessing is beyond the scopeof thiswork, textual content is the
focus and non-textual content is removed. Moreover, considering that the qualities of the
posted reviews vary greatly (viz. some are very rough and grammatical mistakes frequently
appear) and not all of them contain sufficient valuable information, a filtering process is
deployed. Too rough responses (less than 50 words) are removed, and responses with too
many grammatical mistakes are removed, as well. Hence, 57 documents were captured in
total in this preliminary study. The post dates range from 2016 September to 2017 May.
The complete content of one review is treated as one document, and the collection of all
documents is treated as the corpus.

4.1. Content extraction and text analytics

The first stage is actually a data mining process, where web mining and text mining are
applied to extract useful textual information from the crowdsourced responses. For this
purpose, a powerful tool RapidMiner is used to crawl the product review webpages and
perform basic text analysis. Themain processes are deployed as Read Excel, Get Pages,Data
to Documents, and Process Documents (Figure 9). In particular, the target web links are col-
lected and the URLs are recorded in excel. The Read Excel operator is used to read excel
and recognise the details in each cell. The Get Pages operator is functional in crawling web
sites, extracting HTML content and verifying if the content value matches the expected
value type. Each design document is regarded as one example set. Data to Documents is
utilised to convert the example sets to an object collectionwhere each row represents each
example document. Having the organisedobject collection, the ProcessDocument operator
is responsible for specifically coping with the example sets and is executed by the sub-
processes of Tokenise, Transform Cases, Filter Stopwords (by English), Filter Tokens (by length)
andGenerate n-Grams (terms). Therein, Tokenise is used to separate the textual content into
individual word tokens. Transform Cases is to convert the word tokens into a consistent
case and avoid repetitive count of the same words, so that the text analysis is not case-
sensitive. Filter Stopwords (by English) and Filter Tokens (by length) are employed to control
the tokenization process and restrict the representation of the tokens. For example, if the
value of Filter Tokens (by length) is set as five, that means the words longer than five letters
are represented as the first 5 letters. To fully and correctly understand consumers’ emo-
tions, their original expressions are extremely important and should be retained. Therefore,
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Figure 9. Extraction of online consumer responses with rapid miner.

Figure 10. Preliminary analysis of online consumer responses with rapid miner.

Generaten-Grams (terms) (in this study, N is set as 3) are deployed to generate semantically
meaningful short phrases.

In addition, CorrelationMatrix,Data to Similarity and Clustering can also be considered to
provide simple analysis of the captured documents (Figure 10). However, the correlations
and similarities in these operators are calculated, mainly based on numerical vectors such
as TF-IDF, rather than the affective performance.

14426 attributes (including single word tokens, 2-gram terms and 3-gram terms) were
obtained (Figure 11).

The table below presents a list of examples of the extracted tokens (including single
tokens, 2-gram tokens and 3-gram tokens) (Table 1).
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Figure 11. RapidMiner extraction results.

Table 1. Examples of extracted tokens.

absurd loss love
absurd_mounts loss_headphone love_android
absurd_mounts_cash loss_headphone_jack love_android_good
accept loss_price love_apple
accept_card loss_price_pods love_apple_products
accept_card_calls lost love_button
accept_card_phone lost_android love_button_took
accept_want lost_android_root love_fastest
accept_want_updated lost_destroyed love_fastest_device
access lost_destroyed_expensive love_improvements
access_apps lost_easier love_improvements_came
access_apps_basic lost_easier_send love_iphone
access_framerate lost_focus love_iphone_reason
access_framerate_resolution lost_focus_beautiful love_larger
access_tech lost_time love_larger_screen
access_tech_relied lost_time_included love_nonsense
accessories lost_truth love_nonsense_people
accessories_adaptors lost_truth_matter love_portrait
accessories_adaptors_integrated Lots love_portrait_mode
accessories_companies lots_peoplelots_people_care love_reviewlove_review_totally
accessories_companies_iphones edt. etd. love_tech

4.2. Identification of product affective properties

For the identification of product property tokens, PDKH is referred in examining if these
word tokens are related to design knowledge of a Smartphone. An electronic lexical
database WordNet is introduced to provide lexical and semantic references. By the use
of WordNet, the definitions, lexical categories (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs),
semantic relations and word relations can be recognised.

Generally, the extracted word tokens are marked as Concepts, Entities and Others. The
tokens tagged as Concepts and Entities are examined to determine if they belong to Smart-
phone design knowledge. A set of proper semantic relations is selected based on domain
ontology to narrow the connections down to certain relations with relatively higher impor-
tance. Referring to previous ontology-related studies, ‘synonymous’, ‘Meronym’ (a part of)
and ‘Hypernym’ (a kind of) are frequently studied, and thus used in this study to identify
the associations between the word tokens and PDKH. Two main kinds of associations are
considered: (1) whether these tokens belong to any corresponding design levels, and (2)
whether these tokens are semantically related to the tokens which have been confirmed to
be design property tokens. To explain, Figure 12 shows the association process of tokens
extracted from Document 1 based on PDKH. The PDKH needs to be constructed based on
design knowledge and domain experience and relies on experts’ manual effort. With the
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Figure 12. Association of individual tokens of Document 1 referring to PDKH.

help of these two kinds of relations in PDKH, tokens which represent design knowledge
can be identified and treated as design tokens.

For sentiment analysis, Text Analysis API, a package of Natural Language Processing,
Information Retrieval and Machine Learning tools for extracting meaning and insight from
textual and visual contentwith ease, is introduced to analyze the emotions contained in the
collected responses. In general, API can help to analyze the emotions in every sentence and
calculate the average sentiment score of all sentences in the document. Therefore, differ-
ent APIs with different sentiment dictionaries may lead to different results. For this reason,
three APIs, i.e. AYLIEN API for documents, AYLIEN API for social media, andMeaningcloud API,
are applied to take advantage of multiple sentiment dictionaries in order to achieve rela-
tively accurate estimation of the emotions. A text analytics tool Meaningcloud is used to
assist in the sentiment analysis, where the external APIs can be imported to train and ana-
lyze the sentimentof the target texts. Denotingpatj as thepolarity of tokenATj, thepolarities
are identified by the three APIs pADatj , pASatj , and pMCatj , respectively. The polarity is from
the set of {positive, negative, neutral}. The sentiment scores estimated by the three APIs
are SSADatj , SSASatj and SSWCatj . The sentiment analysis results by these three tools can be
processed as follows:

(a) IfpADatj = pASatj . = pMCatj , then patj = pADatj = pASatj = pMCatj , and the sentiment score
SSatj = Avg (SSADatj , SSASatj , SSWCatj);

(b) If pADatj = pASatj �= pMCatj , then patj = pADatj = pASatj , and SSatj = Avg (SSADatj , SSASatj);
that is to say, patj adopts the polarity of the majority, and SSatj is the average of the
sentiment scores of the majority;
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. (a) The proportion of documents with different polarities; (b) Sentiment scores of all docu-
ments

Table 2. Sentiment analysis results by different APIs.

Sentiment Analysis by APIs Mean Standard Error Number of Documents

Meaningcloud API Positive 0.86 0.0072 31
Negative −0.86 0.0113 13

AYLIEN API for social media Positive 0.43 0.1312 18
Negative −0.79 0.0357 25

AYLIEN API for documents Positive 0.87 0.0285 32
Negative −0.75 0.0527 17

Overall Positive 0.80 0.0183 28
Negative −0.80 0.0304 19

(c) If pADatj �= pASatj �= pMCatj , then expertise is incorporated to identify the patj , and SSatj
adopts the value in which the polarity is consistent with expert opinion.

Based on the sentiment analysis by AYLIENAPI for documents, AYLIENAPI for socialmedia,
and Meaningcloud API, the overall sentiment analysis results can be achieved (Table 2). As
shown inFigure13(a,b), although there aremorepositive responses thannegativeones, the
difference is not significant. It indicates that consumers stl have dissatisfaction and doubts
on this product, which further enhance the need to investigate the emotions in regard to
specific design properties.

With the help of APIs, affective tokens can be identified. Two types of affective tokens
are examined, i.e. one kind is the affective tokens containing emotions, and another kind
involves the concepts/entities which have been identified with emotions in their local
context. Some examples of identified affective tokens are listed below (Table 3).

Afterwards, the relationships between design tokens and affective tokens are examined
with joint consideration of the semantic relations and lexical reference, and the design
tokens which are successfully associated with affective tokens are regarded as product
affective properties. The lexical database WordNet is still used to provide connections
between different tokens mainly from semantic perspective. As results, more than 400
product affective properties have been identified. Some examples are presented in Table 4.

4.3. Prioritisation of affective design properties

The DI and AI of each product affective property are calculated using Equations 1–9, and
overall priority of product affective properties can be computed using Equations 10 and 11
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Table 3. A list of examples of identified affective tokens.

iPhone (N, R1) Microsoft Corporation (P, R2) host (P+, R2) chip (P+, R2)

Apple (N, R1) LG (P+, R2) compass (P, R2) language (N, R3)
Macbook (N, R1) RAM (P+, R2) apple (P, R2) battery (Neu, R3)
Company (P, R1) Samsung (N, R2) report (P, R2) sim (N, R4)
Love (P, R1) Apple apps (P, R2) variant (P, R2) button (N, R4)
High-end (P, R1) S-AMOLEDS (P+, R2) telephone (P, R2) telephone (N, R5)
Innovation (P, R1) SD (P+, R2) ecosystem (N, R2) cover (P, R5)
Product (N, R1) FHD (N, R2) competition (P, R2) accessory (P, R5)
Model (P, R1) Amazon (P+, R2) dollar (P, R2) Internt (N, R6)
iCloud (P, R2) Google maps (P, R2) camera (P+, R2) Wifi (N, R6)
iPhone 5s (P, R2) update (P, R2) system (P+, R2) iPhone (N, R7)
honor (P, R2) application (P, R2) standard (P+, R2) screen (P, R7)
ios (N, R2) stock (P) plug (P, R2) Camera (P, R7)
Android (P+, R2) feature (P) interest (P) Music (P, R7)
Chrome (P, R2) storage (P) license (P) Speaker (N, R8)

Note: The first denotation in brackets represents the polarity (P is positive, N is negative, and NEU is neutral); the second
represents the documents from which the token is extracted.

Table 4. Examples of Identified Product Affective Properties (N-grams).

Product Affective Property Examples

amazed_smoothness beautiful_designed_products cheap_headphone
amazed_smoothness_controls beautiful_device cheap_water_resistance
amazing_cpu beautiful_device_look cheaper_amoled_screen
amazing_cpu_wasted bigger_battery chip_powerful
amolded_screen_icing bigger_battery_play connector_expandable
amolded_display_pleasing bigger_battery_speaker decent_cell_phone
battery_heavy_use bigger_screen decent_headphone
battery_issue_timed buds_excellent device_simpler
battery_life_excellent buds_excellent_durable device_simpler_frustrating
battery_life_great camera_fantastic device_audiophile_old
battery_life_lower camera_fantastic_work disappointed_fast_charging
battery_life_shorter camera_faster dish_pretty_good
battery_life_terrible camera_faster_processor display_pleasing
etc . . . etc . . . etc . . .

(in this study, DI and AI are assigned with the same weight, namely, 0.5). To enable a direct
comparison and integration of DI and AI, the calculated results of DI and AI by Equations
1–9 are normalised into the range of [(0)], (Cross 2000) and denoted as N(DI) and N(AI).
AI is the aggregated intensity of all affections, namely, the sum of the absolute values of
all positive and negative affections. The final polarity is determined by the algebraic sum
of all affections including their polarities. If the algebraic sum is positive, the final polarity
is positive, and vice versa. Moreover, the ratio of algebraic sum to AI will determine the
intensity level of final polarity. If the ratio is significant, it means the final polarity is much
stronger than other polarities, and the polarity can be presented by two positive/negative
signs.

Considering the large number of product affective properties extracted fromonline con-
sumer responses, the properties with higher priorities are listed in Table 5 below. Individual
designproperties are used to represent all the relevant n-gramproduct affectiveproperties.

According to the results, it was found that themarket performance of iPhone 7 is gener-
ally good. In particular, the camera, headphone, andbattery have theheaviest priorities and
significant attention shouldbepaidduring thedesign and improvementprocess. Especially
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Table 5. Product affective properties with higher priority.

Affective Design Properties Count DI N(DI) AI N(AI) OP Polarity*

Camera 118 86.26 1.000 29.57 0.963 0.982 (++)
Headphone, headphone-jack, headphones, jack 36 26.58 0.255 30.63 1.000 0.627 (+)
Battery 44 32.86 0.333 22.02 0.700 0.517 (−)
Sound, sounds 30 21.74 0.194 19.89 0.626 0.410 (++)
Charging,charge, charged, charger 42 30.98 0.310 14.94 0.453 0.382 (−−)
Look, looks 58 25.97 0.247 13.53 0.404 0.326 (++)
Screen 18 13.33 0.089 11.23 0.324 0.207 (++)
Size 28 19.74 0.169 7.49 0.194 0.181 (++)
Bluetooth 21 14.96 0.109 7.54 0.196 0.153 (−−)
Adapter, adapters 21 15.46 0.116 7.33 0.188 0.152 (−−)
Plug 27 23.31 0.214 4.29 0.082 0.148 (++)
Music 22 19.03 0.160 5.66 0.130 0.145 (++)
Tech, technologies, technology 25 10.96 0.059 4.81 0.101 0.080 (++)
Lightning 10 7.33 0.014 1.95 0.001 0.007 (−)
Software 14 6.20 0.000 1.93 0.000 0.000 (++)

*+ means there are stronger positive responses than negative ones for the property; – means there are stronger negative
responses for the property; the number of + and – implies how much this affect is stronger than the other, for example,
++means there are significantly stronger positive responses about the property.

for the camera, it is themost frequentlymentioned property and has received intense emo-
tional feedback fromconsumers, indicating the necessity to pay attention to camera design
so as to ensure users’ satisfaction. Actually, camera is always a crucial concern in smart
phone design. Almost every generation of iPhone keeps continuously improving its cam-
era. For example, compared with iPhone 6, iPhone 7 has improved the camera resolution
from 8MP to 12MP, added optical image stabilisation function and improved flash from
2-tone LED to 4-tone LED. These changes can demonstrate Apple’s effort in improving its
camera function. However, users’ requirements on photographing are varied among dif-
ferent markets. To take Chinese market as an example, selfie is widely loved by users, and
photo processing function is greatly desired. For this reason, Huawei has cooperate with
Leica. Meitu has launched their own smartphone especially featured by beauty camera. In
the respect of camera, iPhone is not the absolutely most competitive one. Nevertheless, it
cannot be denied that camera attracts significant consumer concern. In this case study, the
consumer data is obtained from Amazon and CNET where English speakers are the main
users, and the results show strongly positive emotion on iPhone’s camera.

For headphone, it is one of the frequently mentioned product features, but its design
importance is not as significant as the affective intensity. It is interesting that the overall
emotional polarity of headphone is generally positive (+), rather than strongly positive
(++), although it attracts the highest affective intensity. Actually, the comments about
headphone are complex, since headphone is related to headphone cable, headphone jack,
lightning adapter, wireless headphone, and so on. For users, they normally don’t distin-
guish them distinctly and prefer to use headphone to describe relevant issues. Therefore,
the significant changes of iPhone, i.e. the removal of headphone jack, the newly added
Lightning-to-3.5-mm adapter, are possibly extracted under this product feature. To reduce
such confusion, the case study has narrowed headphone down to the headphone jack and
earpods. It was found that consumers give generally positive feedback on ‘headphone jack’
due to the removal of the 3.5mm headphone jack. However, it is still difficult to avoid all
ambiguity. Some negative feedback about lightening adapter and wireless headphone,
which are described using headphone related expressions, are also counted.
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In general, the positive design properties, such as camera, screen, technology and
appearance are the traditional strengths of iPhone and still receive strongly positive com-
ments from consumers in this study. Therefore, the advantages of iPhone 7 on these
positive properties should be maintained in future generations.

On the other hand, the battery and charging-related issues are the main pain points
of iPhone 7. Referring to the market performance of iPhone 6, the battery problem has
been widely complained about and discussed among consumers, so Apple introduced a
battery replacement plan for iPhone 6 in a low price (from 79 dollar to 29 dollar). Nonethe-
less, the battery and charging performance of iPhone 7 is still the focus, and questioned
about by consumers. For adapters, it can be considered jointly with ‘Lightning’ which is also
negative, since a new important change for iPhone 7 is the ‘Lightning to Headphone Jack
Adapter’. The new change brings some inconvenience to consumers, since they need one
more adapterwhich is easily lost and broken. From the functional perspective, users cannot
charge and use headphones simultaneously. That means if the iPhone is in low power and
needs charging, the users have to stop all activities using headphones. Moreover, Bluetooth
is also commented on negatively, which indicates that an improvement on this traditional
functionmay be needed. Actually, the Bluetooth is a classical function of phones. However,
the comments about Bluetooth is also complex. The wireless headphone relies on Blue-
tooth to connect with phone, and the related connection issues are possibly attributed to
Bluetooth in users’ descriptions. Moreover, with the emergence of wearable products such
as Applewatch and other healthmonitoring devices, they need to be connected to phones
via Bluetooth. Therefore, the feedback related to thewireless devices and connection issues
are unavoidably mentioned with Bluetooth by users.

To further demonstrate the above results, a comparison between iPhone 7, iPhone 8
and iPhone X is presented. The same configurations are not listed, and the main changes
are summarised in Table 6.

Based on the comparison, it can be found that the main improvements of new iPhones
generallymatch the case study results. The camera, battery, charging, Bluetoothanddisplay

Table 6. A summary of main differences between iPhone 6, iPhone 7 and iPhone 8.

iPhone 7 iPhone 8 iPhone X

Camera 12MP camera 12MP camera 12MP wide-angle and
telephoto camerasPortrait
mode

Power and Battery Lasts up to 2 hours longer than
iPhone 6s

Lasts about the same as iPhone
7

Lasts up to 2 hours longer than
iPhone 7

– Wireless charging (Qi-certified
chargers)

Wireless charging (Qi-certified
chargers)

– Fast-charge capable:Up to 50%
charge 30 minutes

Fast-charge capable:Up to 50%
charge 30 minutes

Cellular and
Wireless

Bluetooth 4.2 Bluetooth 5.0 Bluetooth 5.0

Included
Headphones

EarPods with Lightning
Connector

EarPods with Lightning
Connector

EarPods with Lightning
Connector

Secure
Authentication

Touch ID Touch ID Face ID

Display Retina HD display 4.7-inch
(diagonal) widescreen LCD
Multi–Touch display with IPS
technology

Retina HD display 4.7-inch
(diagonal) widescreen LCD
Multi–Touch display with IPS
technology

Super Retina HD display 5.8-
inch (diagonal) all-screen
OLED Multi–Touch display
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(e.g. screen size) have been importantly improved compared with earlier generations. It
is interesting that there is no change to the included headphones of iPhones; however,
headphone has been identified as the feature with intensive emotional feedback. It may be
causedby that Apple has its headphoneproduct Airpod. From theperspective ofmarketing
and productmanagement strategy, the necessity is not significant to advance the included
headphone which is an easily replaceable accessary.

In summary, the usual strengths of iPhone have been further proven, and unsatisfac-
tory properties of iPhone 7 are examined. Since the comments analyzed in this pilot study
were posted during the year after iPhone 7 was newly launched, it indicates that not all
new changes were well accepted by consumers. Therefore, the analysis on the important
affective properties appears particularly important to identify the negative properties and
hints at possible improvement directions. Furthermore, theprioritisationprovides clear and
practical reference for designers as to which property should be paid more attention and
how to deploy a further design process.

4.4. Comparisonwith existing APD studies

In this section, twogroups of comparisons are executed: (i) properties extracted fromonline
resources vs. properties evaluatedby surveys; and (ii) product affectiveproperties identified
based on joint consideration of affect and design vs. based on pure sentiment analysis.

Group 1: Affective design properties extracted by the proposed approach vs. design properties
used in existing APD studies.

Referring to Table 7, the proposed approach was compared with other APD studies
on mobile phones. Through the comparison between the design properties extracted
from crowdsourced consumer responses and the design attributes used in existing APD
studies (as shown in Table 7), it can be seen that the proposed approach is able to dis-
cover more design properties which are of concern by consumers and have provoked
consumers’ emotions, while existing APD studies are concerned with very limited design
attributes. Moreover, these properties cover different product design aspects ranging from
hardware, software to marketing issues. It suggests the stronger capability of the pro-
posed approach in unearthing all the potential design concerns significantly influencing
consumers’ emotion.

Group 2: Prioritisation of product affective properties based on the joint considerations of
design and affective concerns vs. based on only sentiment analysis.

The prioritisation based on affective intensity and the joint consideration of design and
affection are presented in Table 8.

To understand the difference between the two prioritisation results, a focus group was
organised. 5 design experts including researchers and engineers with more than 5 years’
experience in the industrial design areawere involved. Theywere invited to give evaluation
on the design properties according to their expertise and user interaction experience. Gen-
erally, the ranking of some design properties is consistent, thus the comparison focuses on
the properties with different priorities. In particular, an AHP process is employed. The fun-
damental AHP scale (1: Equal importance, 3: Moderate importance, 5: Strong importance)
is used to compare the properties with different priorities. 1 was assigned to the property
with lower priority as basis evaluation score (Table 9).
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Table 7. Comparison of the properties extracted by the proposed approach and properties evaluated by surveys.

General Impression Hardware

Appearance/
Form Technology Screen Sensors

Audio/
Output Battery Camera Storage

SIM
Card Accessory

The proposed approach
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Yang (2011)
√

Seva et al. (2011)
√

Chan et al. (2011)
√

Fung et al. (2012)
√

Bhandari, Neben, and Chang (2017)
Jiang et al. (2015)

√ √

Software Marketing

Interface Phone
Internet

Connectivity
Text
Input

Email
Text Massage

Third-party
Application Payment Service delivery

The proposed approach
√ √ √ √ √ √

Yang (2011)
Seva et al. (2011)
Chan et al. (2011)
Fung et al. (2012)
Bhandari, Neben, and Chang (2017)

√ √
Jiang et al. (2015)
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Table 8. Prioritisation based on affective concern vs. based on the joint consideration of affective and
design concerns.

Prioritisation based on affective intensity (AI) Prioritisation based on the overall priority (OP)

Headphone, headphones Camera, cameras
Camera, cameras Headphone, headphones
Battery, batteries Battery, batteries
Sound, sounds Sound, sounds
Screen, screens Screen, screens
Charging, charge, charged, charger Charging, charge, charged, charger
Plug Plug
Music Tech, technologies,
Tech, technologies, technology
technology Music
Adapter, adapters Adapter, adapters
Look, looks Bluetooth
Lightning Look, looks
Bluetooth Lightning
Size Size
Software Software

Table 9. A brief summary of AHP evaluation results.

Camera vs. Headphone 3:1 Camera is one crucial part of iPhone and undoubtedly one of the most
cared about functions of users. Therefore, it should be assigned with
more priority.

Technology vs. Music 3:1 Technology is one important design aspect. Ofentimes, more effort is
devoted to the development of innovative technologies. Moreover,
the new technology is always an essential factor to appeal to fans or
consumers.

Look vs. Lightning to Headphone Jack
Adapter vs. Bluetooth

5:1:3 Industrial design is one success factor of iPhone, thus the appear-
ance/form design is undoubtedly important, nomatter for designers
or consumers; bluetooth relates to multiple functions such as
file transfer and connecting to car bluetooth and other wearable
electronics, thus could be assigned with more priorities compared
with lightning to headphone jack adapter.

With expertise incorporation, it was found that expert opinions aremore consistent with
the prioritisation results by the proposed approach. It indicates that the prioritisation based
on an integrated consideration of both design and affective concerns is relatively more
reasonable. It is promising to provide useful guidance for designers in the design process.
Therefore, compared with product property analysis methods from only design perspec-
tive, the proposed approach is user/consumer-centered and contains a higher potential
to achieve satisfying products. Compared with pure sentiment analysis, the proposed
approach involves design concerns and is able to give more comprehensive and rational
analysis results. Compared withmanual processing of consumers’ emotional feedback, the
data mining process of the proposed approach is more efficient and scientific.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Thiswork aims todevelopaproduct affectiveproperty identification approach. For this end,
aweb- and text-miningprocess is deployed tomakeuseof onlineproduct review resources,
captureuseful consumer responses andperform textual analysis. Afterwards, design knowl-
edge hierarchy is constructed to support the identification of design-related tokens, and
sentiment dictionaries are utilised to identify affect-related word tokens. With the help of
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domain ontology and electronic lexical database to provide semantic relations and lexical
reference, the associations between design tokens and affective tokens can be examined.
The design properties which are related with affective tokens are regarded as affective
design properties. The design importance and affective intensity of the affective properties
are estimated, andoverall priority of theseproperties canbe accordingly achieved. Through
a pilot study, it has been demonstrated that the proposed approach is capable of capturing
more affective design properties, and a clear and practical reference in terms of the prior-
ities of different design properties can be achieved so as to facilitate decision making and
product improvement.

However, there are still some limitations of this work. For example, the identification
of affection is based on sentiment analysis, which actually relies on the recognition and
measurement of affective words (which have been defined and tagged in existing lexi-
cal databases or sentiment dictionaries). If consumers’ statements do not include obvious
affective words, the feeling may not be detected. Moreover, since the focus of this work
is the identification of affective design properties, consumers’ emotions are not investi-
gated in very specific types, such as happiness, sadness, confidence and confusion. In future
research, consumers’ emotions will be further studied. In addition, the redesign strategy
basedon theproduct affective featureswill be explored to facilitate designpractice in order
to fulfil users’ affective expectation and achieve successful product design.

In conclusion, this study explores a product affective properties identification approach
based on data mining and is promising in contributing to (i) the discovery of all possible
important affective design properties through taking advantage of abundant online con-
sumer responses; (ii) an efficient computation method to deal with large amount of online
data, (iii) the integration of design knowledge into affective design so as to achieve more
comprehensive and rational understanding of customer emotions, and (iv) prioritisation of
affective design properties, which can be practically useful reference to facilitate product
design and improvement.
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